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M3Asia unwraps new PAPAGO H5600 GPS device
M3Asia Sdn Bhd. ("M3Asia"), a wholly owned subsidiary of public listed entity, M3 Technologies
(Asia) Berhad, has very recently launched the latest GPS Personal Navigation Device (PND) from
Papago! - H5600. The H5600 is the latest PND from Maction Technologies Inc. (Trademark owners of
Papago!) boasts exciting features such as Voice Command Navigation, FM Transmitter, AV-in (which
supports the reverse camera option) and a 800 x 480 High Definition screen.
Powered by the latest PAPAGO! Navigational Software – the Reality 7 - this sleek and stylish device
offers a comprehensive library of Points of Interests (POIs), realistic Junction Views, clear and precise
Lane Assists and facinating 3D Buildings and Monuments in major towns and cities. All this
compliments the user friendliness of the device which makes for a vivid view and fun driving
experience for all users. It comes preloded with with 5 S.E.A. country maps - Malaysia, Singapore,
Brunei, Indonesia and Thailand.
“Like it's predessor, the R6600, the new PAPAGO! H5600 possesses the unique Voice Command
Activation feature. This provides the user with the option of merely speaking out the destination,
and the H5600 with automatically detect and thereafter navigate to the said destination”, say Lester
Neil Francis, Group Chief Operations Officer of M3Asia.
“And what's even better, the PAPAGO! H5600 is 30& slimmer than it's previous model, making it the
slimmest PAPAGO! Model todate," he added.
“We are pleased to launch our slimmest PAPAGO! model ever and the H5600 is also our first High
Definition Display model,” says Leon Jian, Vice President Maction Technologies Inc. “With the H5600
model, it places PAPAGO! as the leading brand of GPS PNDs and this is important for us in Malaysia

as it is a leading edge market in Asia Pacific when it comes to technology products.”
M3Asia offers regular free map updates, dependable technical support & reliable warranties on all
its products.
The H5600 specifications :
Navigation Software - Reality 7
Sirf IV chipset
High Definition 5” touch screen display
Voice Command Activation
Super slim design
Built in TMC – no messy cables
Free 5 Country Maps: Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, Indonesia & Thailand
Maps provided by :
MalFreeMap
Navigasi.Net
Papago!
About M3Asia Sdn. Bhd.
M3Asia Sdn. Bhd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the public listed M3 Technologies Bhd group – a
mobile content and applications developer, listed on ACE. M3Asia – is a leading distributor of GPS
Personal Navigational Devices (PNDs), Navigation software and IT products across ASEAN.
M3Asia is the sole authorized distributor of the Papago! and Wayway GPS PND. Maps for the PNDs
are provided via strategic partnerships with reputable entities within the GPS/Navigational sphere,
such as - Nav N Go (from Hungary), MFM (Malaysia Free Maps) and Navigasi.Net Indonesia.
M3Asia distributes via most reputable IT retails stores (Fotokem, SC PNP, Harvey Norman, FotoZzoom and many more) across Malaysia as well as through an online eCommerce store www.M3Shoppe.com

